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Research on how individuals regulate their behavior has burgeoned in the fields of educational and developmental psychology, and we now have a better understanding of effective ways that children have to regulate behavior, as well as challenges that many children face in doing so (Boekaerts, Pintrich, & Zeidner, 2000). Researchers have shown that children who are able to regulate their behavior in school tend to achieve better, and have other positive developmental outcomes (Zimmerman & Cleary, 2009). Given the links of self-regulation and achievement, it is essential to understand the development of self-regulatory processes, and how some children learn to regulate their behavior effectively, while others have challenges in doing so.

In their social cognitive models of self-regulation Pintrich and Zusho (2002), Schunk and Ertmer (2000), and Zimmerman (2000) discuss separate phases of self-regulation. The first phase is forethought and planning, where the individual plans his or her course of action and various motivational beliefs, values, and goals are activated. Next is performance monitoring in the learning situation; this phase also involves monitoring of both performance and motivation, and attempts to control these things. For instance, by monitoring their performance students can decide when they may need to change the strategies they are using. Some researchers separate this phase into two phases, monitoring and control (Pintrich & Zusho, 2002). The third phase is reflections on performance, which occur after the learning activities are completed. During reflection the student attempts to understand why different outcomes occurred, manage his or her emotions with respect to the achievement outcomes, and otherwise engage in self-evaluation and reflection about the learning situation just experienced. Pintrich and Zusho (2002) discussed different areas that need to be regulated: cognition, motivation and affect, and behavior.

We organize our discussion of the development of self-regulatory processes in terms of these three phases, and discuss cognitive, motivational, affective, and behavioral factors that are relevant to each phase. More specifically, in the forethought phase we discuss the roles of language, goals, self-efficacy and competence perceptions, and task values in students’ forethought about their academic activities. In the performance monitoring phase, we discuss the development of cognitive strategy use, delay of gratification, and persistence and their relations to self-regulation. In the reaction and reflection phase, we discuss children’s attributions for
performance, their affective reactions to performance, and the choices they make regarding future academic activities to do. Our choice of these factors is based in their prominence in the literature on self-regulation.

Broadly, we believe there are three fundamental things that develop with respect to self-regulation. First, the capacity to regulate in a biological sense develops; younger children may simply have less mental capacity to regulate their actions, and so there will be biological limits on how much they can regulate at different ages. Second, children’s knowledge, strategies, and expertise in different areas develop, which likely allows them to regulate their behavior more efficiently (Pintrich & Zusho, 2002). The development of knowledge, strategies, and expertise can be associated with age and biological maturation, but there also can be great differences among same-aged children in their development in these regards. These differences can create great discrepancies in regulatory skills in same-aged individuals. Third, the factors that relate to self-regulation themselves develop. For instance, children’s goals change in important ways during the school years, as do their self-efficacy, language skills, cognitive strategy use, affective reactions, and so on. Changes in these factors impact how children regulate themselves at different ages; thus the development of self-regulation is a complex result of changes in the regulatory processes themselves and changes in factors influencing the regulatory processes (Demetriou, 2000).

FORETHOUGHT AND PLANNING PHASE

Language Development

There is a long history of research on the potential self-regulatory role of private speech, or the spontaneous self-directed talk that children have often been observed to engage in during play and problem-solving activities. Piaget (1923/1962) characterized private speech as egocentric and did not believe it played a key role in facilitating cognitive development. More research, however, has supported Vygotsky’s (1934/1987) view that private speech has social origins and both reflects and promotes children’s cognitive development and regulation of behavior (Berk, 1992). According to Vygotsky, parents, teachers, siblings, and others engage in conversations with children to guide them in culturally valued activities. As children develop speech, they employ language similar to that used by others to direct their own activities, gradually internalizing this language into thought (Berk & Harris, 2003; Vygotsky, 1934/1987).

Vygotsky (1934/1987) found that private speech increased and peaked during the preschool years, and then declined and essentially disappeared by 8 to 10 years of age. While much subsequent research has indeed suggested that private speech use follows an inverted U-shape with audible self-talk gradually being supplanted, the age at which it peaks and declines seem to vary with task type and domain as well as child characteristics (Berk, 1992; Winsler, 2009), such as learning disabilities (Berk & Landau, 1993). Moreover, substantial research has demonstrated that children use more private speech when engaged in difficult or novel tasks than easy or familiar ones (Duncan & Pratt, 1997; Winsler, 2009). Furthermore, private speech does not become fully internal by the end of elementary school; Winsler and Naglieri (2003) found, for example, that 10–33% of 11- to 17-year-olds engaged in audible self-talk during various tasks, though its use was associated with achievement only for younger students.

Consideration of the development of private speech is particularly relevant to the forethought phase of self-regulation. Vygotsky (1934/1987) contended that private speech undergoes a temporal and functional shift relative to action. First, it follows and accompanies behavior, serving as commentary and evaluation, and then it precedes behavior, becoming a means of planning. In
accord with this shift toward a planning function, Azmitia (1992) found that expert Lego builders (6 and 8 years old) made more multi-step planning statements during a construction task than did novice Lego builders. In a study of kindergartners, Duncan and Pratt (1997) found that even one previous exposure to a paper-folding task was associated with an increase in the proportion of private speech used for planning. Also, Feigenbaum (1992) found that proportionally more planning statements occurred with age in a cross-sectional study of 4-, 6-, and 8-year-olds playing a board game. Research, however, on an age-related change in use of private speech for planning is limited (Berk, 1992), with, in contrast to Feigenbaum (1992), other cross-sectional studies involving elementary school students finding no age differences in planning statements (Azmitia, 1992; Matuga, 2003).

On the whole, the development of private speech and its evolution into internal thought appear to be important components of a growing capacity for self-regulation of learning and problem-solving activities. In the planning phase, the use of language, whether external or internal, may be critical in helping children define their goals, express efficacy beliefs to themselves, and describe important task and contextual features that will influence their task approach.

Goal Setting and Goal Orientations

Forethought and planning involve thinking about upcoming academic tasks, activities, or assignments and planning how to deal with them. As both Pintrich (2000b) and Zimmerman (2000, 2008) noted, goal setting is a particularly important part of this process. Goals serve as criteria by which individuals judge how they are doing in an achievement situation and help them decide whether they should continue to regulate their activity as they are doing or make changes. Proximal (short term) goals and distal (long term) goals have received much research attention, and a variety of studies show that helping children set appropriate proximal goals is more effective than a focus on distal goals with respect to immediate task performance (Bandura & Schunk, 1981; Zimmerman, 2008). However, distal goals also are important for self-regulation, and likely become more so as students get older and think more about their futures (Husman & Shell, 2008). How goals are organized is important as well. Zimmerman (2000) discussed how individuals who are highly self-regulated have a hierarchy of goals organized according to their priority to the individual, and that the proximal goals in this hierarchy relate clearly to the distal goals the individual is trying to accomplish.

A basic developmental question with respect to these goals is what kinds of proximal goals do students of different ages set, and relatedly, how accurate or realistic are these goals? Researchers have found that the most effective proximal goals are those that are appropriately challenging for the individual, are specific to the task, and congruent with other goals (Schunk, 1983; Zimmerman, 2008). These points assume that children can judge things such as challenge, task connections, and goal congruence. The skills to do this likely are rudimentary at best during the early elementary school years, and (hopefully) become better as children go through school. A second question is what kinds of distal goals do children of different ages have? For early elementary students a distal achievement goal might refer to something happening at the end of the week such as an upcoming spelling test; the distal goal of going to college likely is ill-defined for young students. As they get older many children’s distal goals likely get more clearly defined and cover a broader time span, and therefore potentially provide a better guide for students’ current achievement activities. For instance, having the goal of being a pre-med major and knowing that this major requires a certain set of courses as prerequisites for admission should help students choose the right set of courses to take in high school. A third question is how do children come to organize their proximal and distal goals into a meaningful hierarchy that guides their approach.
to different achievement activities. Balancing different goals and connecting present and future goals requires sophisticated cognitive processing that children likely find challenging (Dowson & McInerney, 2003). There is very little research on the developmental progression of any of these factors and processes.

Students’ goal orientations also have received a great deal of attention in the motivation and self-regulation literatures (Maehr & Zusho, 2009; Pintrich, 2000b; Pintrich & Zusho, 2002). Researchers have defined and studied two major goal orientations, mastery and performance, and describe approach and avoidance aspects of each. Mastery approach goals concern learning, improvement, and increasing one’s skills, and mastery avoidance goals concern avoiding misunderstanding and perfectionism. Performance approach goals involve demonstrating competence and outperforming others, and performance avoid goals involve not appearing incompetent relative to others (Elliot, 2005; Maehr & Zusho, 2009; Pintrich, 2000b).

Each of these goal orientations has implications for self-regulation; we focus here on the forethought phase, but the implications carry through the regulatory process. When thinking about upcoming tasks, mastery approach oriented students focus on how the task will improve their skills and what strategies they will utilize to assure the improvement occurs. Further, high and low achieving mastery oriented students can take this approach because all mastery-oriented students believe they can improve their performance. Students with performance approach goals focus on how they will be able to outperform others as they do the task and how they can get the highest grade possible. Those with performance avoid goals will plan for how to avoid looking incompetent while doing the activity; such goals may be particularly prominent for low achieving students, who are most at risk for doing worse than others and therefore wanting to avoid activities that produce this outcome (Zimmerman & Cleary, 2009). One part of avoidance is having escape strategies and excuses for poor performance on different tasks that reflect attention away from one’s ability (Covington, 2009).

There also are interesting developmental questions about how children understand each goal orientation and when they adopt them. Extant research suggests that performance goals become more prominent as children get older, and that this is particularly true after the transition to middle school (Anderman & Anderman, 1999), in large part because schools emphasize performance more as children move through (Maehr & Zusho, 2009). This change has important implications for students’ self-regulation and suggests that students will focus increasingly on the importance of grades rather than on learning and skill improvement. This implies that many students may be more likely to try to engage in effective self-regulatory strategies when they know an assignment has implications for their grades, but be less inclined to do so just to learn something new.

Self-Efficacy and Competence Perceptions

Self-efficacy is defined as individuals’ beliefs that they can accomplish different activities, and competence perceptions refer to their sense of how good they are at different activities (Bandura, 1997; Wigfield, Eccles, Schiefele, Roeser, & Davis-Kean, 2006; Schunk & Pajares, 2009). Both of these beliefs relate positively to students’ achievement outcomes. These distinct but related beliefs have important implications for students’ self-regulation during the forethought phase. Students with high self-efficacy set more ambitious goals, choose more difficult tasks to do, and are more planful about the kinds of strategies they will engage in to accomplish tasks (Pajares, 2008; Zimmerman & Cleary, 2009).

As with goals and goal orientations there are important developmental considerations influencing the relations of self-efficacy and perceptions of competence to self-regulation. One is when students begin to have a reasonably accurate sense of their competence at different activities. Researchers have found that young children’s perceptions of competence are overly optimistic
and do not relate closely to achievement indicators; over time the relations of competence related beliefs and achievement become stronger (Wigfield et al., 1997). If children are over confident about their ability to perform different tasks, they may set overly ambitious goals and choose tasks that are too difficult for them. The calibration of self-efficacy and performance is an important developmental process that has implications for self-regulation (Schunk & Pajares, 2009). As children judge their efficacy more accurately, they likely will set goals that they can accomplish and plan the strategies to complete the goals in more effective ways.

There is a large literature showing that children’s competence-related beliefs for different academic activities decrease over the school years (Wigfield et al., 2006). In a related finding, Pajares and Valiante (2002) found that elementary school students had more confidence in their ability to self-regulate learning strategies than did secondary school students. These twin sets of findings have important (and troubling) implications for self-regulation. They suggest that as students get older they will be less confident in their ability to accomplish difficult goals and to regulate their learning to accomplish them, so that they will set easier goals and (potentially) not challenge themselves in ways that will lead to more positive learning outcomes.

Task Values

Children’s valuing of achievement is defined as their incentives or reasons for doing different tasks (Wigfield, Tonks, & Klauda, 2009). Eccles, Wigfield, and their colleagues defined and studied different aspects of achievement values. Interest value is the enjoyment one gets from doing an activity, attainment value is the importance of the task to the individual and how it fits in with one’s sense of self, and utility value is the usefulness of the activity. Research indicates that children’s task values relate to their choices of which activities to do and (indirectly) to their performance on these activities in both the short and long term (Durik, Vida, & Eccles; 2006; Meece, Wigfield, & Eccles, 1990). Wigfield, Hoa, and Klauda (2008) and Zimmerman (2000) discussed the important role achievement values have in the regulation of behavior at the different phases of self-regulation. During the forethought phase, if students don’t value the tasks they are doing, they will be less likely to set clear goals for accomplishing them, or plan the necessary strategies needed to accomplish them. It is important to point out that this will occur even if they believe they are capable of accomplishing them; it is critical that students value the activities they plan to do along with believing they can do the task.

Students’ valuing of different academic activities also decreases over the school years (Wigfield et al., 2006), so that students find the academic subjects they are doing less interesting, important, and useful as they get older. These changes have potentially negative implications for students’ self-regulation. If students value academic activities less, they will be less likely to choose them, particularly when other activities become available to them and if the cost of the academic activity becomes too high. Or, even if they choose to do the activity, their goals may focus on completing it quickly rather than engaging in it fully. Thus enhancing students’ valuing of different activities likely will lead to better regulation of achievement behavior; we return to this point later.

PERFORMANCE MONITORING PHASE

Cognitive Strategy Use

Pintrich and Zusho (2002) stated that in the monitoring and control phase, the self-regulated learner selects and adapts cognitive strategies appropriate to the task at hand, and engages in
metacognitive processes that may offer feedback on the effectiveness of strategy use. Some cognitive strategies, such as rehearsal, organization, and elaboration of information are applicable to a broad array of domains and tasks, whereas others are domain or task-specific, such as summarizing to enhance reading comprehension (Pressley & Hilden, 2006).

Children’s strategy development depends more on their experiences and schooling than their chronological age (Alexander, Graham, & Harris, 1998). Further, Alexander et al. asserted that children’s strategy use generally changes in five regards with increasing familiarity and practice in a domain or task: (a) children apply strategies more efficiently, as they become routinized through practice; (b) children apply strategies more effectively, as they become better able to judge when to apply strategies and which ones to use; (c) children apply strategies more flexibly, modifying them and combining them to fit a given task; (d) children become less reliant on strategies, as their subject knowledge and familiarity permits them to solve common problems relatively automatically; and (e) children’s strategy use undergoes a qualitative shift, for example, from lower-level strategies like rereading to those that involve deeper processing, like summarizing or concept mapping. Kron-Sperl, Schneider, and Hasselhorn (2008) recently conducted a longitudinal investigation of memory strategy use across the elementary years which documented several of these points.

Much research has demonstrated that students’ mastery goals, self-efficacy, and task values positively predict cognitive strategy use in varied school subjects in middle and high school, with data collected primarily through self-report measures (Miller, Greene, Montalvo, Ravindram, & Nichols, 1996; Nolen, 1988; Wolters & Pintrich, 1998). Little research, however, has examined whether these relations occur for younger students. Furthermore, several studies suggest that motivation may not be directly tied to adolescents’ achievement, but rather indirectly fosters their academic performance by promoting cognitive strategy use (Metallidou & deVlachou, 2007; Pintrich & de Groot, 1990; Wolters & Pintrich, 1998).

Important developmental questions include when and how relations between cognitive strategy use and motivation originate, as well as how they change from the early to later school years, and their causal direction. Unfortunately, most research on links between cognitive strategy use and motivation, including all studies cited in the previous paragraph, has involved students in grade five or higher. For example, Bouffard, Vezeau, and Bordeleau (1998), who studied students at three levels of secondary school, found that only mastery goals positively predicted cognitive strategy use for students at the lowest level (who averaged about 12 years of age), whereas both mastery and performance goals were positively linked to cognitive strategy use for older students. This differing pattern of relations suggests that performance goals may become adaptive for older students as they face the challenge of gaining acceptance to college and other future opportunities for which grades are a key criterion.

Additionally, two longitudinal studies offer somewhat conflicting findings about how goal orientations contribute to changes in strategy use in math class. Over the course of one junior high school year for seventh- and eighth-grade students, Patrick, Ryan, and Pintrich (1999) found that an initial mastery goal orientation for math predicted an increase in cognitive strategy use for females, and no change for males (whereas an initial extrinsic goal orientation predicted a decrease in cognitive strategy use for males only). Pintrich (2000a), on the other hand, found that both males and females initially high in math mastery goals declined in cognitive strategy use from eighth to ninth grade (as did those high in performance goals). Clearly, there are many directions that developmental research on cognitive strategy use could take, especially to further elucidate its relations with other components of self-regulation models.
Delay of Gratification

Delay of gratification was first studied by Mischel (1958; Mischel & Moore, 1973) and is defined as a strategy or process in which the individual postpones an immediate reward for a more valuable future reward. Bembenutty (2009) reviewed the literature on academic delay of gratification and concluded that there is strong support for its status as a key process in self-regulation. Much of the work on academic delay of gratification was done with college students, so we know little about its development.

Delay of gratification is most relevant to the monitoring and control phases in which it is necessary to put off immediately gratifying activities like watching television or playing video games for a larger long term reward, like being successful in a class. Delay of gratification is also relevant to Pintrich, Marx, and Boyle’s (1993) discussion of the hot emotional system and cold cognitive system because delay of gratification has been described as the ability of the cold cognitive system to overpower the hot impulsive reflexes (Tobin & Graziano, in press).

Academic delay of gratification develops as individuals become more concerned with longer term future goals. For instance, Steinberg et al. (2009) gave a delay discounting task to individuals between 10 and 30 years old and found that individuals who are 16 years and older are more likely to accept a larger future reward than a smaller reward that would be received sooner. They also found that this developmental progression was due to increased orientation to the future and not decreased impulsivity. Similarly, Bembenutty (2009) reported that academic delay of gratification is strongest when paired with a future time perspective and perceived instrumentality of the task.

Among the studies on nonacademic delay of gratification, three conclusions can be drawn about the development of delay of gratification that might inform academic delay of gratification. First, based on Tobin and Graziano’s (in press) review of the literature, delay of gratification can be taught to preschoolers through modeling, using self or other-induced distractions (Peake, Hebl, & Mischel, 2002; Yates, Lippett, & Yates, 1981), engaging in self-talk about why one should choose the larger delayed reward (Nisan & Koriat, 1984), or providing representations of the delayed reward (Mischel & Moore, 1973). It is possible that these strategies might also be used for students learning to delay more immediately satisfying activities like socializing or watching television in order to do homework or study. Second, both academic and general ability to delay gratification are acquired in conjunction with other important developmental milestones, such as future time perspective or future orientation (Bembenutty & Karabenick, 2004; Husman & Shell, 2008; Steinberg et al., 2009).

Third, the development of delay of gratification skills may trigger the development of other important developmental outcomes. Shoda, Mischel, and Peake (1990) found that preschoolers’ skills at delaying gratification were associated with increased ability to cope with stress in adolescence. Bembenutty and Karabenick (2004) concluded that college students with a well-developed ability to delay gratification also have more positive beliefs about their future and are more likely to complete academic tasks. Researchers also have found that delay of gratification is related to important achievement-related outcomes. Shoda et al. (1990) found that longer delay of gratification in preschool children was positively associated with self-control and higher SAT scores when they were adolescents. Mischel and Gilligan (1964) found that choosing an immediate reward was associated with academic cheating in sixth grade boys. Clearly, learning to delay immediate gratification is a key contributor to self-regulation and achievement outcomes.
Persistence

In the monitoring and control phases of self-regulation, persistence is a key behavioral indicator of self-regulatory capacity. Persistence refers to willing continuation in a challenging learning or problem-solving situation (Peterson & Seligman, 2004; Lens & Vansteenkiste, 2008). Why do some students develop a tendency to persist, whereas others develop a tendency to evade or quickly give up on challenging tasks? Key constructs discussed in the forethought section each offer partial explanation: students who set mastery goals, hold positive self-efficacy beliefs, and strongly value the potential outcomes for the task at hand are all likely to view the effort and time it takes to complete difficult tasks as worthwhile, and therefore to actually persist in them (Bandura, 1997; Pintrich & Zusho, 2002; Wigfield et al., 2008). Additionally, Dweck and colleagues (Burhans & Dweck, 1995; Dweck & Master, 2008) have demonstrated that individuals’ theories of intelligence contribute substantially to whether they display a mastery-oriented behavior pattern of high persistence and challenge seeking, or a learned helpless pattern of low persistence and challenge avoidance. For instance, older children and adolescents who believe that intelligence represents fixed ability (entity theory) are likely to show less persistence after failing on a similar task, whereas those who believe that intelligence is malleable (incremental theory) are likely to show more effort and persistence.

A substantial body of research has also examined how environmental factors contribute to the development of persistence, or the lack thereof, in elementary, middle, and high school students. Dweck and her colleagues have conducted studies demonstrating how performance feedback and instruction in theories of intelligence affect students’ effort and persistence on difficult tasks (Dweck & Master, 2009). For example, Blackwell, Trzesniewski, and Dweck (2007) found that junior high students who initially viewed intelligence as a fixed trait increased in effort and persistence in math, as well as in achievement, after participating in an intervention that combined teaching about the incremental theory of intelligence with study skills training; conversely, students who only received study skills training actually declined further in these respects. Other studies of environmental influences suggest that autonomy support and more general social support from parents, teachers, and other adults, are also important links to children’s and adolescents’ persistence in academics and sports (Somers, Owens, & Piliawsky, 2008; Pelletier, Fortier, Vallerand, & Brière, 2001).

Lastly, one important developmental issue to address is whether there are age differences in persistence during the school years. A few studies suggest that broad age differences are limited. Lufi and Cohen (1987), for example, reported no significant differences in 7- to 13-year-olds’ persistence, nor did Duckworth and colleagues find any relationship between age and grit in 7- to 15-year-old participants in the Scripps National Spelling Bee (Duckworth, Peterson, Matthews, & Kelly, 2007; Duckworth & Quinn, 2009) or in 11- to 17-year-olds attending a magnet school (Duckworth & Quinn, 2009). (Grit includes the behavioral aspects of persistence as well as the affective element of continued interest in achieving long-term goals.) It appears, then, that individual differences in persistence are more prevalent than developmental differences. In the studies just described, however, persistence and grit were assessed with self-report questionnaires; it would thus be interesting to examine whether employment of observational methods or other informants leads to different conclusions about age differences in persistence.
3. THE DEVELOPMENT OF ACADEMIC SELF-REGULATORY PROCESSES

REACTION AND REFLECTION PHASE

Attributions for Performance

Attributions are students’ explanations for the outcomes they attain (Graham & Williams, 2009). Given that attributions are made after outcomes occur, they are particularly important in the reaction and reflection phase of the self-regulation process as students try to understand their performance outcomes. Schunk (2008) noted, however, that they also are important in the forethought phase; students’ attributions for previous performance will impact how they think about upcoming tasks and so influence the kinds of goals they set and their approaches to these tasks. We focus here on their role in reflection.

Weiner (1979) identified the most frequently made attributions for different performance outcomes; they are ability, effort, task difficulty, and luck. A particularly important aspect of this theory for self-regulation is that certain kinds of attributions for success and for failure lead to positive motivation for subsequent activities, whereas others do not. For instance, attributing success to ability and effort relates positively to students’ self-efficacy and expectancies that they can perform well in the future.Attributing failure to lack of effort means the student thinks he or she could do better in the future if she works harder (Weiner, 1979; Graham & Williams, 2009). Attributing failure to lack of ability is particularly debilitating to subsequent motivation and self-regulation of achievement behavior; students who believe their failures are due to lack of ability give up quickly when doing similar tasks in the future, and believe that their efforts to do such tasks will not result in success. Attribution re-training, particularly working to change the attributions of students who attribute failure to lack of ability to lack of effort and poor strategy use, has positive effects on students’ subsequent motivation, self-regulation, and performance (Graham & Williams, 2009). Schunk and his colleagues showed that providing ability and effort feedback to students following successful performance enhanced students’ self-efficacy and self-regulated efforts to continue to improve (Schunk, 1984; Schunk & Rice, 1987).

One important developmental issue is that children (especially young children) do not always distinguish clearly between the different causal dimensions and their understanding of each dimensions changes over time. For instance, young children see ability and effort as complementary and do not fully distinguish between the two constructs; the smart person is one who tries hardest, and ability can be improved through effort (Nicholls, 1978). By age 11 or 12, children come to understand the often reciprocal, compensatory relations between effort and ability: people with less ability need to try harder in order to reach the same level of success as people with more ability. These developmental shifts mean that the neat distinctions between causal categories in Weiner’s (1979) model cannot be applied to children of different ages, and by implication, that attributional patterns potentially will not relate to motivation and regulation in the same ways at different ages. There is a need for additional research on relations of attributions to self-regulations in children of different ages.

Affective Reactions to Performance

Emotional regulation refers to the processes involved in becoming aware of one’s affective reactions to performance and having an ability to monitor one’s emotional experiences (Schutz & Davis, 2000; Thompson, 1994). Pekrun (2009) discussed how positive academic emotions facilitate self-regulated learning. These processes may be especially important in the reaction and
reflection phase of self-regulation because students use their emotional reactions and appraisals of the task to modify their future academic preparedness (Linnenbrink, 2006; Schutz & Lanehart, 2002).

Emotional regulation in school has also been described as a transactional process between cognition, motivation, and emotions experienced (Schutz, Hong, Cross, & Osbon, 2006). Rice, Levine, and Pizarro (2007) found that 7- to 10-year-old students’ ability to cognitively disengage their emotions while watching a sad educational film remembered more about the video than did other students. In terms of motivation, Roth, Assor, Niemiec, Ryan, and Deci (2009) found that parents’ support of their children’s autonomous study habits was associated with choices about performing academic tasks and regulation of negative academic emotions, which also predicted interest in school.

There are domain and age differences in academic emotions. Goetz, Frenzel, Pekrun, Hall, and Lüdtke (2007) found differences in anger, pride, boredom, and enjoyment reflections based on classroom performance and also achievement domain, with the differences increasing from eighth to eleventh grade. Given that emotional experiences and regulation are related, these findings suggest that emotional regulation is also likely to vary across domains and age groups. However, we still know little about the development of these relations across the school years.

Choice

After students receive feedback about how they did on an achievement activity, they face many choices about what to do next (Schunk & Ertmer, 2000; Wolters, 2003). Such choices can be complex in different achievement situations where there are many uncertainties about probable outcomes (Busemeyer & Townsend, 1993; Byrnes, 1998). Carver and Scheier (2000) discussed how information processing through feedback loops, affective reactions, and expectancies for success provide the basis for deciding whether or not to continue doing an activity. Obviously, these processes are complex, meaning that young children may have difficulty making reasonable choices about how to approach achievement tasks in the future.

As noted earlier, researchers have found that students’ subjective task values predict both intentions and actual decisions to persist at different activities, such as taking mathematics and English courses (Bong, 2001; Durik et al., 2006). The relations appear by first grade, although they strengthen across age (Meece et al., 1990; Wigfield, 1997). Children’s achievement values have long term consequences; Durik et al. (2006) reported that the importance children gave to reading in fourth grade related significantly to the number of English classes they took in high school.

There is less research on children’s choices of specific academic and other activities. In the early school years, the kinds of choices students have available to them likely are limited. As they get older, students have many more choices and decisions to make about different activities to pursue, where to focus their energy and effort, and the relative balance of activities in different domains. Research is needed to document the most salient kinds of choices children of different age have to make, as well as the processes involved in how they make these decisions. Students’ goals likely are particularly important here, and research shows that children have a variety of goals for different activities that sometimes conflict (e.g., doing homework versus calling a friend) and sometimes converge (e.g., calling a friend to get help with homework; Dowson & McInerney, 2003). Understanding how these patterns develop over time should be an important priority in research on self-regulation.
RESEARCH DIRECTIONS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE

We have made numerous research suggestions throughout the chapter, and so we make only a few additional suggestions in this final section. At the outset of this chapter we stated that both self-regulatory skills themselves and the factors that influence them develop across the school years. This point implies that the relations between regulatory skills and the factors change over time as well. There is some research that has addressed how certain of the factors and self-regulation relate at different ages, but little research looking at the interrelations among multiple cognitive and motivational constructs and self-regulation. Wolters and his colleagues’ work (Wolters, 1999; Wolters, Yu, & Pintrich, 1996) perhaps is the best example, and they have shown how goals, task values, self-efficacy, strategy use, and self-regulation relate. However, the youngest children in their samples were in middle school. Researchers should do similar work with younger children.

Before this relational work can be undertaken, we must learn more about how well children can understand and calibrate things such as their self-efficacy for different tasks and valuing of them, which cognitive strategies are most appropriate for which kinds of tasks and activities, and how much children know about whether they are using such strategies effectively. If, for example, children’s judgments of their self-efficacy are not well calibrated to their performance, then the relations of efficacy to self-regulation will be affected; we noted earlier that young children tend to be over optimistic about their abilities, which means they are not well calibrated in this regard. Similar points can be made about cognitive strategy use and self-regulation, goals and self-regulation, and so on.

We have discussed self-regulation somewhat generally here, but it is likely that self-regulation varies across achievement domains and in different classroom contexts. An important research question is whether different kinds of regulatory skills are needed in different academic domains (e.g., reading versus math), and how the various factors we have discussed operate differently in these areas and in their impact on students’ regulation. For instance, the regulatory skills needed to read several chapters in a book and summarize what is learned may be different from the regulatory skills needed to do one’s math homework. Pintrich and Zusho (2002) described classroom contexts as an important area for self-regulation; such contexts can differ greatly even within a given content domain. Researchers increasingly are interested in how motivation, strategy use, and self-regulation differ across classroom contexts (Nolen & Ward, 2008; Perry, Turner, & Meyer, 2006), and so research on self-regulation and the factors that influence it must attend to the role of contextual differences in these relations.

With respect to instructional practice, researchers have shown that training children to regulate themselves in academic settings can improve their academic performance (Paris, Byrnes, & Paris, 2001; Schunk & Ertmer, 2000). One good example of this kind of work is Cleary and Zimmerman’s (2004) Self-Regulation Empowerment Program (SREP). This program involves diagnosing students’ self-regulatory skills to understand how self-regulatory problems contribute to poor performance in different academic areas, working with students to train their regulatory skills, providing students with clear feedback about their performance and regulation, and assessing change in both self-regulation and performance. This program has been effective at both the middle and high school levels (Zimmerman & Cleary, 2009).

We believe it is essential that schools and teachers attend more closely to students’ self-regulatory skills and the relations of self-regulation to the motivational, cognitive, and affective factors we have discussed in this chapter. Following Zimmerman (2000), we suggest that students will best learn regulatory skills from effective models to observe and emulate, followed by scaffolded practice as their skills develop. Each of the phases of self-regulation (forethought,
performance, reflection) should be emphasized so that children begin to understand the importance not just of their performance, but also of how to plan their academic activities and reflect on them after they are completed. An important developmental question with respect to self-regulatory programs is how they need to be modified for use with children of different ages.
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